BIOLOGICAL / RADIOLOGICAL AGENT
“WET DECON”

IDDS LINE SET UP
1. Remove IDDS and place on the ground in front of you.
2. Open IDDS and conduct canister exchange if wearing PAPR or SCBA.
4. Remove plastic bags and set up in front of you.
5. Remove clean side wipes, open and drop contents across the hot line.
6. Remove all recoverable items and place into recoverable bag, secure and tag.
7. Remove each others non-recoverable equipment place in non-recoverable bag.
GROSS DECONTAMINATION – BUDDY SYSTEM
1. Set up 12X12 inner bag, add contents of the HTH / surfactant package, add
water, close decon-media bag and swirl to mix for 30 seconds.
2. Place cut-out tools and shammy into decon-media bag.
3. Discard IDDS bag into non-recoverable waste bag.
4. Using the shammy, conduct buddy gross decon, wiping from head to toe.
PROTECTIVE SUIT CUT OUT – BUDDY SYSTEM
1. Cut hood strap; wrist straps; waist straps; legs straps; boot laces (remove
boots) - decon hands and tools between each cut.
2. Cut buddy’s hood to the nape of neck - decon hands and tools.
3. Continue to cut down the back through the suspenders down the right/left leg decon hands and tools.
4. Cut down from the buttocks down the left/right leg - decon hands and tools.
5. Remove garment over the arms and over the hands, lay garment on the
ground, rolling garment inward onto itself - decon hands.
6. Step on Buddies suit, have buddy walk out - decon hands and tools.
7. Pick up suit, rolling garment inward and discard - decon hands
8. Buddy #2 repeats steps 1 – 7 on Buddy #1.
9. Buddy#1 cuts the front of either the right/left Sealskin sock - decon hands
and tools.
10. Buddy#2 repeats step 9
11. Step out of socks and across the hot line using the buddy system.
12. Dispose of decon-media bag and perform a self glove removal into the nonrecoverable waste bag.
13. Hold breath, remove mask and place in the non-recoverable waste bag.
14. Open clean-side wipe bag, wipe face and hands with Chlorine wipe.
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CHEMICAL AGENT
“DRY DECON”

IDDS LINE SET UP
1. Remove IDDS and place on the ground in front of you.
2. Open IDDS conduct canister exchange if wearing PAPR or SCBA.
4. Remove plastic bags and set up in front of you.
5. Remove clean side wipes, open and drop contents across the hot line.
6. Remove all recoverable items and place into recoverable bag, secure and tag.
7. Remove each others non-recoverable equipment place in non-recoverable bag.
GROSS DECONTAMINATION – BUDDY SYSTEM
1. With a Nanosweep™, conduct gross buddy decon, head to toe, discard mitt in
the plastic bag.
PROTECTIVE SUIT CUT OUT – BUDDY SYSTEM
1. Cut hood strap; wrist straps; waist straps; legs straps; boot laces (remove
boots) - SPRAY tool.
2. Cut buddy’s hood to the nape of neck – SPRAY tools.
3. Continue to cut down the back through the suspenders down the right/left leg SPRAY tools.
4. Cut down from the buttocks down the left/right leg - SPRAY tools.
5. Remove garment over the arms and over the hands, lay garment on the
ground, rolling garment inward onto itself - SPRAY.
6. Step on Buddies suit, have buddy walk out - SPRAY tools.
7. Pick up suit, rolling garment inward and discard - decon hands
8. Buddy #2 repeats steps 1 – 7 on Buddy #1.
9. Buddy#1 cuts the front of either the right/left Sealskin sock - SPRAY tools.
10. Buddy#2 repeats step 9
11. Step out of socks and across the hot line using the buddy system.
12. Dispose of decon-media bag and perform a self glove removal into the nonrecoverable waste bag.
13. Hold breath, remove mask and place in the non-recoverable waste bag.
14. Open clean-side wipe bag, wipe face and hands with Chlorine wipe.
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